Pay equity amongst
Men and Women
There are people out
there every day really
fighting the fight for
equal rights, equal pay,
equal treatment. They're
inspiring.
-Amy Landecker

BY: Karla Macancela

Quick Background info

Are you playing a sport
and you aren’t being
payed the amount you
should because you’re a
women ?
-Soccer

For many years women till today are trying
to fight equality. It’s not easy ,many women
have lost opportunities as well as not being
payed fairly for the same amount of work a
men would do just because they're a
women and they are not entitled to do that
as their duty. Back in the industrial times
women were mandated to be home and
serve their husbands while men worked to
bring money to the house. Although times
have changed it docent seem like it has
because of the amount of power men have
over women. Many can relate especially
when playing any type of sport it can either
be basketball golf or even soccer in the
occasion. People believe women should get
payed less for what men do just because
they're women. Its not fair and if you’re
playing a sport and would sometime In the
future go further with the sport or anything
academically or physical we should have a
change in the amount we get payed we
should have pay equity which is equality
between genders. Women in the soccer
team are facing through such discrimination
and won’t let it affect who they are and they
won’t go down to fight for what’s right.

-Basketball
-Golf
-Volleyball

Although many of the laws
have changed their still that
small percentage where men
have the control over pay in
contrary with women. Do you
wish se can do more ?
Well we can always start small
and then later expand into
something that can change allot
of lives.

Theres always a way to change around
what we don’t like. You don’t like
how women especially athletes are
being treated then we speak up and
do a change that will revolutionize for
the better.
There are multiple ways on expressing
what we feel about this being unfair
-Start a petition make everyone in you’re
class or fellow friends sign so you can do
something about the issue.
- Create posters and hang it around
you’re classes to show that women
deserve as much equality as men in
general and as athletes .
- In the sport you’re in and currently
playing make men support women
such as raising money in a soccer or
basketball game and therefore splitting
it amongst men and women that
participated in the game.
- Create a letter to the branch that
declares the issue with signed
signatures and state what you want to
change and it should be very
convincing either bring the whole team
such as soccer team and say why you
think women should be equal to men in
pay.

